The Meeting with the Seas kicks off
The Meeting with the Seas congress, running in Málaga and Cádiz from the 16th to the
19th of June, began this morning with the ‘Flames and Sea’ public event, at which
attendees were able to enjoy skewers and grills on the esplanade at Muelle Uno in the
Port of Málaga.
The first edition of the Meeting with the Seas congress, an initiative which aspires to
consolidate the region as a flagship in defence of the sea, sustainability and responsible
exploitation of the marine resources, kicked off at noon today with a public event at which
the grill and the skewer were the main characters.
The Association of owners of beach-related businesses of Málaga province and Euskal
Parrilla, led by José Ignacio Atorrasagashi “Pana”, demonstrated their expertise over the
embers by offering skewers of sardines and cod with peppers, respectively. The flames
were the connecting link for a morning during which the Mediterranean and the
Cantabrian Seas joined hands to showcase their culinary might and support the cause
behind the creation of the Meeting with the Seas congress: respect for the sea and its
produce.
The skewers (which each held around six sardines) and the plates of grilled cod were both
available for a price of four euros. Eight wine cellars from the area, Quitapenas, Kieninger,
Ucopaxa, Excelencia, Cortijo de la Fuente, A. Muñoz Cabrera and Málaga Virgen, were
present at the event to help wash the food down with wine priced at two euros per glass.
Other drinks available at the event included the local Victoria Málaga beer, soft drinks and
water. In these cases, drinks were priced at one euro each. A ticket system was introduced
to reduce the length of the queues, although the wines and vermouths could be paid for
at each cellar’s stand.
The event, which finished at 5pm, was enhanced by music and the presence of journalist
and chef Manu Balanzino who, mike in hand, revealed the secrets of each technique
alongside the specialists in cooking on embers.
As of tomorrow, the capital of the Costa del Sol will also host the first speeches and round
tables. On Monday the 17th they will be held at the Provincial Council’s Edgar Neville
Auditorium. On Tuesday the 18th the work group will travel to Barbate to discover marina
aquaculture at close quarters at an estuary facility belonging to the Lubimar company and
on Wednesday the 18th the final speeches will be delivered at the González Byass
wineries in Jerez de la Frontera.
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